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Foreword 

Marketing excellence can drive breakthrough  
business results for the short and long  
term. Marketing excellence requires great  
strategic thinking, great creative thinking and  
perfect execution.

But how do we assess marketing excellence?  
First we choose brilliant industry judges who are  
all experienced and successful practitioners of 
excellence and we ask them to pick out the cases 
which they see as remarkable. We ask them to  
look for two key qualities from our winners:  
creativity and effectiveness. 

But marketing continuously changes and evolves,  
as consumers become more sophisticated and 
demanding and the media for communicating  
with them ever more diverse. So the standards  
for marketing excellence change and in turn  
become more demanding.

We believe that The Marketing Society Awards  
for Excellence in association with Marketing set the 
standard of marketing excellence in the UK. They  
have established this reputation over a period of  

more than 25 years, and they have always been 
based on the principle of searching out the best 
examples of different marketing techniques in  
action, that showcase great strategic thinking,  
great creativity and perfect execution.

In order to be a winner of one of the Society’s 
Awards, marketers have to demonstrate that what 
they have done is outstanding in comparison with 
marketing in all industries not just their own 
particular sector.

If a marketing story has been good enough to  
impress our judges, then all marketers can learn  
from it – however senior they have become. The 
collection of case histories brought together in  
this book is the best of the best from the past four 
years of our Awards, and I am confident that it truly 
demonstrates marketing excellence. I have been  
truly inspired by these case studies and I hope you 
will be too.

What is marketing excellence?
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Helping customers with a helpful widget

UPS

Key insights

• UPS needed to grow and improve retention of 
existing customers while encouraging lapsed  
and new users to embrace UPS and its products 
and services.

• The solution had to differentiate the UPS brand 
among a crowd of competitors.

• The solution was UPS Widget, a desktop gadget 
personified by a spirited character whose sole  
aim was to be a hardworking helper. By December 
2008 almost 180,000 had been downloaded.

Summary

UPS is a global company with one of the most 
recognized and admired brands in the world. With 
sales of almost $50 billion, it manages shipping  
and logistics services in over 200 countries  
and territories. 

As the market leader in the US, it decided a few 
years ago to gain a stronger foothold in other regions 

such as Europe and Asia, where it ranked third and 
fourth respectively. It also wanted to understand in 
more depth its target audience — shipping managers 
— in order to overcome their inertia about changing 
suppliers and find a way to get their attention

The resulting solution involved a clever desktop 
gadget, the UPS Widget, which offered busy  
shipping managers a simple way to track their 
shipments at a time when downloadable gadgets 
were still relatively rare. This helpful gadget was 
launched with a range of promotional activity in  
three European markets in September 2007,  
followed by further campaigns. By December 2008 
homepage traffic exceeded 18 million visits, while 
almost 180,000 widgets had been downloaded.

Snapshot 

By creating an appealing desktop gadget to help  
its time-pressurised customers UPS successfully 
attracted new users.
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Welcome to Widget

The company decided to create a desktop  
application in the guise of a lovable, hardworking 
helper named UPS Widget. Widget enabled UPS  
to claim the ad-free space where the audience  
spent most of their working day — in front of  
their computer. The Widget’s primary feature was  
a simplified means of tracking shipments. It offered  
a distinct brand service by giving customers access  
to package tracking without having to go to UPS.com, 
as well as links to other UPS services, direct from 
their desktop.

Development began in 2006 when downloadable 
gadgets were not yet ubiquitous, so the notion of 
providing such innovative technology simply and 
easily for use by the company’s three target 
audiences of front-desk staff, shipping managers  
and small business owners was a fresh and  
exciting prospect.

Going for growth 

US market leader UPS wanted to gain a stronger 
foothold in other global regions such as Europe  
and Asia, where the brand ranked third and fourth 
respectively against its competitors. One of the 
challenges in these markets was to help customers 
see the benefits of using UPS since, traditionally, 
companies did not switch suppliers because the 
effort to change was perceived as greater than the 
difference it would make. Moreover, the services 
which UPS wanted decision-makers to consider  
were not top of mind. 

In October 2006 extensive research was conducted 
among shipping managers. It revealed that they were 
highly stressed, time-poor and always searching for 
ways to work more productively. In addition, they 
wanted to be seen as competent and on top of things 
when their co-workers demanded delivery status. 
Shipping managers felt accountable from the moment 
a package leaves the business. So UPS marketing 
had to engage the audience on two levels: confirm 
that UPS could be a trusted ally and partner and act 
essentially as an extension of their business from 
within and a business that offered a range of relevant 
services that would build efficiencies into their 
day-to-day shipping/logistics efforts.

It was clear that advertising alone would not make 
them think differently about UPS. The campaign  
could not simply say that UPS provided useful  
and innovative solutions. The solution needed to 
demonstrate this commitment.
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Making life easier

There were a number of advantages this 
application offered:
• It integrated the company’s own XML tracking 

functionality and other UPS services directly 
from users’ desktops.

• Users could access news feeds from the 
integrated RSS reader. 

• It also featured a direct messaging channel to 
users’ desktops using a robust and integrated 
content management system (CMS). This was 
developed to facilitate rich communication 
with end users, including direct mail, surveys 
and news. In addition, it offered a 
customisable RSS feed.

• Widget enabled a greater level of 
transparency within the shipping process and 
as a result empowered its audience by 
providing information which helped reassure 
shipping managers and, in turn, their co-
workers across the business. 

• Finally, Widget, as the UPS hardworking 
helper, was charming, resonating with 
customer audiences at all levels.

Launching Widget into the market

In the first phase the print and out-of-home media  
built awareness of the Widget while online advertising 
drove people to download the application. Relationship 
marketing activity engaged existing customers with 
direct marketing (DM), including email and newsletters 
and the offer of a Widget stress toy. Widget was 
brought to life and promoted through a 360-degree 
campaign aimed at the target audiences’ working life 
and daily commute (Figures 1 and 2).

The role of the creative strategy was to intrigue  
front-office staff and shipping managers about  
the company’s worldwide express services and 
ultimately drive them to the microsite to download 
the Widget. The UPS Widget became the catalyst  
for an end-to-end marketing effort across six regions 
that encompassed search engine marketing, online  
media, the Widget microsite, customer relationship 
marketing (CRM), including email, landing pages  
and content served through the Widget CMS, along 
with out-of-home and print. There was also a robust 
optimisation plan developed to ensure that all media 
was meeting the end users’ needs. 

The key performance indicators (KPls) were  
designed to meet the ambitious goals:
• Build awareness of Widget and the UPS  

brand by encouraging consumer site visits.
• Motivate/excite prospects to learn about  

UPS products and services.
• Drive downloads and installations.
• Grow and retain UPS business among  

existing users.
• Encourage lapsed and/or new users to use UPS.
• Make the cost per download as efficient  

as possible. 
• Insure quality users moved to the site.
• Introduce a new DM/CRM messaging channel  

to promote added value services to customers.
• Create a new and differentiating reason to 

communicate with customers.

Activities were measured using a combination  
of Atlas, WebTrends and the Widget CMS.
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Figure 2. The Widget campaign 

Figure 1. The Widget campaign

Surpassing expectations

The Widget began a dialogue with customers in a 
more powerful way than advertising alone. It extended 
the brand, showcased the company’s commitment to 
innovation through relevant technologies and, most 
importantly, emphasised its passion for partnership.

In August 2008 over 55,000 Widgets were 
downloaded, with 900,000 interactions and 2.2 
million microsite visits, which, in turn, led to over 
20,000 referrals to UPS.com revenue-generating 
activities. Internally, Widget generated a positive 
reaction throughout the organisation. Externally, 
there was plenty of buzz surrounding the launch of 
the Widget, leading to hundreds of blog comments, 
the formation of social networking groups and 
Widget Flickr images.

The activity didn’t stop there, however. In preparation 
for the May – July 2008 campaign the microsite was 
updated with the creation of an overlay page which 
offered users three ways in to the content. This was 
very well-received. The Widget technology was also 
updated to streamline the download and installation 
by removing the need for a .zip file, making it a more 
intuitive and easier experience. 

The results were exceptional:
• Downloads exceeded the plan by 259.9%. 
• Installations exceeded the plan by 147.7%. 
• Engaging and task-specific online media were 

optimised throughout the campaign wave.
• Visits to the home page were 176.3% above plan.
• The number entering the site was 112.5%  

above plan.



The September – December 2008 promotional  
wave included the roll-out to three additional 
markets: Italy, Poland and the Czech Republic.  

Better and better

Further enhancements were made to the 
microsite content to create a richer experience 
and increase the time people spent on the site. 
This included:
• New Web shows.
• Thumbnails to encourage Web show viewings.
• Tool tips and ‘highlights’ to landing-page 

objects.
• An updated laptop application to drive 

downloads and demonstrations.
• An additional landing page to drive more users  

to the microsite to learn more and download  
the application. 

The metrics as of December 2008 showed home  
page traffic exceeding 18,000,000 visits, with 
179,972 downloads, 300,201 demo views and 
107,452 Web show views stemming from the 
September – December 2008 campaign alone.

The UPS Widget campaign was thus a step change 
for the shipping sector. Driven by consumer insight, 
UPS radically revamped its targeting and developed a 
tool that could help its customers do their jobs better. 
Making Widget the hero of the marketing created a 
communications tool which encouraged them to use 
UPS every day.
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All images appearing in this case study are reproduced by permission of UPS.



Sponsors
Aviva - 300 Years of Insight 

We’re the world’s sixth-largest insurance group and the biggest in the 
UK, with 46,000 employees that everyday serve 53 million customers 
worldwide.  
  
We are committed to delivering one distinctive experience for our 
customers. Wherever they are, we want them each to feel that “no 
one recognises me like Aviva”. Our global consumer research reveals 
that most of our competitors are particularly bad at recognising 
people’s individual significance. This research also tells us that small 
human touches can make a huge difference to a customer’s 
experience. Our aim is to make recognition the familiar quality that 
distinguishes Aviva from our competitors - just as Apple means 
user-friendliness and FedEx means reliability. 

“We know insurance isn’t just about policies’ and pensions; it’s about 
people. That’s why we’re making our customers the big picture, putting 
a spotlight on them and our people. Putting customers at the heart of 
everything not only makes sense for them, it makes good commercial 
sense too.” (Amanda Mackenzie, Aviva’s chief marketing and 
communications officer)  
  
We are working hard every day to build the company around what our 
customers want from us. That’s why Aviva now ranks among the UK’s 
top ten most valuable brands, according to the 2010 Brand Finance 
Global 500 survey and that success is something we are looking to 
replicate across the world.

BT operates in over 170 countries and is one of the world’s leading 
communications services companies. BT is a major supplier of 
networked IT services to government departments and multinational 
companies. It’s the UK’s largest communications service provider to 
consumer and business markets and is made up primarily of four 
customer-facing lines of business: BT Retail, BT Global Services, 
Openreach, and BT Wholesale.

BT operates in a thriving, multi-trillion pound industry that spans the 
whole world. In recent years the global communications market has 
been focused on convergence, whereby the boundaries between telcos, 
IT companies, software businesses, hardware manufacturers and 
broadcasters have become intertwined to create a new communications 
industry.

BT has evolved from being a supplier of telephony services to become a 

leading provider of innovative communications products, services, 
solutions and entertainment products. BT’s business customers 
range from multinational, multi-site corporations to SMEs and 
start-ups.

More than 80 per cent of the FTSE 100 and 40 per cent of Fortune 
500 companies rely on BT for networking, applications and system 
integration. The National Health Service, Procter & Gamble, 
PepsiCo, BMW, Emirates, Fiat, Microsoft, Philips, and Unilever are 
just some of the organisations working with BT. 

BT has been a driving force behind the success of ‘Broadband 
Britain’. Thanks to the company’s investment, nearly every home in 
Britain now has access to broadband and in September 2009, BT 
announced plans to more than double the availability of its fastest 
fibre broadband service. 
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MARKETING EXCELLENCE 2
“A treasure trove of examples covering the whole waterfront, from launching new brands to revitalising, sustaining 
and extending established ones, and from insights to advertising and sustainability. Whatever your business, it should 
make you proud to be a marketer, shake up your thinking and inspire you to go the extra mile.”

Professor Patrick Barwise, London Business School, Chairman of Which?

“This exciting book demonstrates how great marketing can solve the most difficult problems, through analysis,  
teamwork and creativity.

It contains 34 fascinating case studies, selected from hundreds of high quality entries to The Marketing Society 
Awards for Excellence. Those involved had the determination to win, and the courage to think differently.  
An inspiring read.”

Professor Hugh Davidson, Co-Founder, Oxford Strategic Marketing

“This is the textbook, the toolkit and the manual for marketing excellence.”

Cilla Snowball, Chairman, AMV BBDO

“These cases are a great source to stimulate your thinking. Some will stimulate new thoughts, some will unlock ideas 
from the back of your memory. All of them however are great fuel for growth.”

Keith Weed, Chief Marketing and Communication Officer, Unilever

Featuring 34 award-winning case studies from some of the world’s leading brands:
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